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Mechanical phase diagram of shrinking cylindrical gels
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When polymer gels are subjected to an external stimulus such as temperature or solvent change, they
undergo a phase transition often driving pattern formation. In this paper, we use an elastic model to investigate
the linear stability of shrinking cylindrical NIPA gels. This model exhibits bubble and bamboo patterns. The
wavelengths of these patterns and their phase diagram are in agreement with the experiment of Matsuo and
Tanaka@Nature~London! 358, 482 ~1992!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gels exhibit many fascinating patterns@1#. Natural gels
are found in animal tissues and plant bodies, while synth
gels are used in manufacturing devices such as actuators
valves; and in biomedical applications such as molecu
sieves. Almost all artificial organs are tissue-engineered
seeding cells in a three-dimensional scaffold made of a
compatible polymeric gel@2#. Polymeric hydrogels are a
mixture of a polymeric network and water. Because po
meric hydrogels exhibit many metastable phases and st
hysteresis during phase changes, they are considered
ideal models for the folding of proteins, which have a co
plex set of metastable states@3–5#. When submitted to exter
nal stimuli such as variations in temperature, pH, osmo
pressure@6,7#, electric field@8# or light @9#, polymeric hydro-
gels undergo huge volume changes. These properties are
ful for technological applications, such as actuators in m
crofluidic devices@10,11#, where the volume change can b
used to actuate the device. During these phase transfo
tions involving shrinking and swelling, patterns driven b
different instabilities are observed and are not yet comple
understood. Pattern formation in gels and their kinetics h
been first studied by Tanaka and co-workers@1,12–14#.
Many experimental@15–20#, numerical@21–23#, or analyti-
cal @24–30# studies have followed. These patterns not o
represent a challenging problem in physics and mecha
but also might shed light on the mechanical behavior of a
mal tissue. For instance, the swelling of a gel is similar to
growth of a tissue, and the folding of the brain might res
from growth induced stresses as the folding of a spherical
results from swelling induced stresses. Shrinking cylindri
gels~such as those in Fig. 1! are also morphologically simi
lar to some deep-sea organisms or plants@31#. Understanding
the mechanism of gel shrinking could lead to a better und
standing of plant and human skin wrinkling as they dry.

In this paper we study the shrinking of cylindrical ge
and the resulting patterns, first investigated by Sato-Mat
and Tanaka@14#. Sato-Matsuo and Tanaka studied the shrin
ing of cylindrical hydrogels immersed in acetone where th
undergo a shrinking transition. Mainly bubble and bamb
patterns were observed~Figs. 1 and 2!. The bubble pattern
looks like the Rayleigh instability known in hydrodynamic
1063-651X/2003/68~2!/021801~6!/$20.00 68 0218
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or a peristaltic instability observed in vesicles@32,33#: The
cylindrical shape was lost and alternate shrunken~constric-
tions! and swollen~bulges! regions appeared. In the bambo
pattern, the gel remained cylindrical while regularly spac
cross-sectional planes consisting of collapsed gel appea
these planes were believed to be fractures@34#. Previous the-
oretical studies@29,30# have predicted bubbles only. Here w
recall and mimic the experimental observations and we p
vide a comprehensive theoretical study of the shrinking p
terns. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we g
our experimental observations, following@14#. In Sec. III,
we describe a simple model coupling the interactions
tween the polymer and the solvent to the elasticity of
polymer network. We investigate the linear stability of a c
lindrical gel and we derive a phase diagram and compar
with the experimental diagram reported by Sato-Matsuo
Tanaka@14#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Following Sato-Matsuo and Tanaka@14#, we prepared
cylindrical acrylamide gels of various diameters by bu
polymerization of a polymer. The monomer used f
the polymerization is N-isopropylacrylamide (N-IPA!,
N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide~BIS! is the crosslinker, am-
monium persulfate~APS! is the initiator, and tetramethyleth
ylenediamine~TEMED! is the accelerator. We used sodiu
acrylate to change the ionic strength of the gel. All the

FIG. 1. The bubbles pattern of a shrinking cylindrical gel. T
top is the theoretical illustration given by Eqs.~6! and ~7! to the
bottom experimental picture. The picture in the bottom is fro
Sato-Matsuo and Tanaka@14#.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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A. BOUDAOUD AND S. CHAÏEB PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021801 ~2003!
chemicals were purchased from Polysciences. The gel
prepared in glass tubes with varying diameter from 0.5 m
to 2 mm, so that cylindrical gels were obtained. Vario
methods were used to extract the gels from the tubes.
easiest method consisted in putting the tubes in a water
lution and letting the inner gel swell. The swollen gels ha
a tendency to slip out of the tubes. This extrusion proc
was expedited by suspending the glass tube vertically
letting the inner gel slide out by gravity and fall in the wat
container to be washed from the remaining chemicals.

After drying, the ends of the cylinder were either left fre
or glued to glass rods to control their separation. The cy
drical gels were allowed to swell in water and, after th
reached equilibrium, they were placed in an acetone-w
mixture, so that they shrank. The final state of the gel
pended on the volume change, the acetone content of
mixture and~if relevant! the separation of the glass rod
Different cases were observed.

(1) Stable cylinder. The cylindrical gel shrinks homoge
neously and remains cylindrical.

(2) Bubble pattern (Fig. 1). The cylindrical shape is los
and alternate shrunken and swollen regions appear, wi
well-defined wavelength. The wavelength is proportional
the cylinder radius:l;R.

(3) Bamboo pattern (Fig. 2). The gel remains cylindrica
and regularly spaced cross sections formed of collapsed
are observed. Their thickness is of the order of 1mm, as
interference pattern observed in these cross-sectional pl
in Ref. @14# suggest that the thickness of these planes is
the order of magnitude of the wavelength of light. The wav
length of the pattern is also well defined and is proportio
to the square root of the radius:l;AR.

(4) Bamboo-in-bubble.The two previous patterns occu
sometimes at the same time. The cylindrical shape is lost
collapsed cross sections appear. Within every bubble cr
sectional planes are observed suggesting a bamboo pat

(5) Wrinkled tubes.The gel becomes opaque and its s

FIG. 2. Bamboo pattern for a shrinking cylindrical gel. Le
experimental observations. Right: corresponding theoretical sh
from the eigenmodes given by Eqs.~6! and ~7!. The gel remains
cylindrical and is crossed by regularly collapsed planes.
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face wrinkled at a scale much smaller than the radius. T
inner portion of the gel consists of collapsed and swol
regions, in the shape of concentric thin sheets, which can
peeled off easily. The pattern is quite irregular.

A. Shrinking of gels with free ends

We now discuss the particular case when the gel ends
free. The final state depends mainly on the acetone conte
was found in Ref.@14#, that the varieties of patterns, whic
appear as the concentration of acetone is changed, are
different between plain and Dextran containing gels. Pl
gels predominantly form bamboos, while Dextran gels fo
bubbles. Dextran is a water soluble polymer used in
study by Sato-Matsuo and Tanaka@14# to color the cylinders
in blue for easy observation.~The cylinders are transparen
and shrunken regions are hard to see when the concentr
of cross linker is small.! It was found, however, that Dextra
affects the phase diagram of the shrinking gels. This effec
beyond the scope of this paper and we will not discuss it
further.

In Dextran-free gels or plain gels, the bamboo patte
appears between 40% and 70% in acetone concentration
80% of acetone concentration, the spacing between cr
sectional planes becomes narrower. The onset of pattern
mation occurs earlier in time at higher concentration of
etone. Wrinkled tubes are observed at concentrations
acetone from 90% to 100%. Their irregularity increases w
the acetone content.

In Dextran gels, bubbles appear from 40% to 80% acet
concentration. The wavelength increases as acetone con
tration increases.

The wavelength and onset of the instability depend on
size of the cylinder. However, from the moment when t
pattern appears, it takes a long period of time to reach
final equilibrium state. The process seems to be governe
diffusion, since the characteristic times scale as the squar
the radius of the tube@14#.

B. Shrinking with fixed final length

The final length of the gels is now controlled by the sep
ration of the glass rods to which the cylinder ends are glu
The state of the gel depends on the acetone content an
final length of the gel.~See Fig. 5 for an experimental phas
diagram.! Mainly bubbles and bamboos are observe
bubbles occur at large separations or small acetone con
~typically smaller than 60%!; mixed bamboo in bubbles ca
be observed near the limit between the bubbles and b
boos. At very high acetone concentration, wrinkled tubes
observed. As in Ref.@14#, we also used sodium acrylate t
change the ionic strength. At higher ionic strength, bamb
are observed only at larger acetone content.

When increasing acetone concentration, the bubb
wavelength increases, while the bamboos wavelength
creases. The wavelengths of both patterns increase as
fixed final length is increased. We have also observed tha
wavelength increases with increasing ionic content by
creasing the concentration of sodium acrylate in the gel.

es
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MECHANICAL PHASE DIAGRAM OF SHRINKING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021801 ~2003!
III. THE THEORY

A. Model

We first describe a simple model accounting for the int
action between the polymer and the solvent, the defor
tions of the network and its density correlations. We consi
the polymer volume fractionf to bef0 in the reference state
~the state where the network was first polymerized!. The free
energy of the gel is the sum of three terms,

bG5Eint1Eel1Ecorr. ~1!

Here 1/b5kBT is the energy unit.
The first term accounts for the interaction between

polymer and the solvent, and for the isotropic part of t
elastic energy@35#. It is given by an integral over the volum
of the gel

Eint5E dr f ~f!. ~2!

The shape off (f) determines the number and the stability
the different possible phases. It may depend on the exte
parameters, such as the composition of the solvent~in our
case it would be the acetone content!. If f (f) has one mini-
mum then only one phase with densityf0 exists. If f (f) has
two minima, then two stable phases exist~one of them is
possibly metastable!, and one unstable phase; this is usua
the case in poor solvent conditions. At this stage of
analysis, we will not specify the specific form off. We will
do so when we compare our theortical results with the
perimental results. In the rest of the calculation, we will on
use the value of its second derivative at the considered e
librium density f 9(fs), so that the theoretical results for th
linear stability analysis are generic and hold for both sw
ing and shrinking~see following subsection!. If f 9(fs).0,
then the densityfs corresponds to a stable phase, wherea
f 9(fs),0, this equilibrium is unstable, and a spinodal d
composition is expected.

If the position of a volume elementr is displaced from its
reference positionr° in the reference state, then the defo
mation of the network is described by the deformation ma
Mi j 5]r i /]r j°. M and the densityf are not independent bu
they are related viaf0 /f5detM . The anisotropic part of
the elastic energy indicates the cost due to shear defo
tions. It is a function of the deformation matrixM in terms of
its invariants. The form that is consistent with the Flory m
croscopic description@23,36# is

Eel5
1

2E dr m Tr ~MtM !. ~3!

Herem5m0f/f0 is the effective chain density per unit vo
ume~alternatively the cross-links density!, m0 being its value
in the reference state.

The last term in the free energy has the Ornstein-Zerni
form @36,37# and accounts for the density correlations in t
gel,
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1

2E dr
1

2
K~f!u¹fu2. ~4!

l 5AK/m is of the order of the correlation length of densi
fluctuations in the gel.

The Lagrangian gel evolution equation@38# reads

g
]r

]t
52b

dG

dr
, ~5!

g/b[ f ;1017 N s/m4 is the gel-solvent friction coefficien
@39#. We neglect the inertia of the gel asg is very large and
we implicitly assume that the solvent is at rest.

B. Basic state and linear stability analysis

We consider a cylindrical gel of radiusR0 and lengthL0
as a reference state~the state where the gel was polymerize
Fig. 3!. The gel is placed in an acetone-water mixture so t
it is submitted to an osmotic pressurep. It shrinks to an
unknown radiusR while its length is constrained to beL. The
gel elongation ratios area r5R/R0 andaz5L/L0. The poly-
mer volume fraction becomesfs5f0 /(a r

2az). The gel
equilibrium state is determined byd(G1pV)50,

bp5fsf 8~fs!2 f ~fs!2ma r
2 . ~6!

To summarize, the equilibrium basic state is a uniformly d
formed cylinder with elongationsa r andaz such that Eq.~6!
is satisfied.

The next step is to study the linear stability of this ba
state. We use cylindrical coordinatesr, u, z ~Fig. 3!. The
reference position vectorr°5rur1zuz has been displaced t
r s5a r rur1azzuz . We consider perturbations to this un
formly elongated state such thatu5r2r s5urur1uzuz is
small. The dynamical equation foru is derived from Eq.~5!:

g
]ur

]t
5t

]

]r
“•u1maz

2 ]2ur

]z2 1ma r
2 ]

]r
¹rur2k

]

]r
D“•u,

~7!

g
]uz

]t
5t

]

]z
“•u1maz

2]2uz

]z2 1ma r
2D ruz2k

]

]z
D“•u.

~8!

Here ¹r5¹•2]/]z, D5¹2, and D r5D2]2/]z2; t
5fs

2f 9(fs) andk5K(fs).
As stated earlier, the equations do not depend on

shape of the interaction functionf (f) but only on its second
derivative at the equilibrium densityf 9(fs). In the case were
the network does not resist shear (m50) and if t,0, one
recognizes in Eqs.~7! and~8! the standard equations used f

FIG. 3. Geometry of the model.
1-3
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A. BOUDAOUD AND S. CHAÏEB PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021801 ~2003!
the description of the early stages of a spinodal decomp
tion. The free energy used here can be viewed as a mode
spinodal decomposition for a system resisting shear.

We look for solutions of Eqs.~7! and~8! with growth rate
s/g and axial wave numberk, i.e., u5v exp@(s/g)t1ikz#.
Some calculations lead to the expressions

v r5 i @2aq1I 1~q1r !2bq2I 1~q2r !1ckI1~q3r !#, ~9!

vz5akI0~q1r !1bkI0~q2r !2cq3I 0~q3r !. ~10!

I 0 and I 1 are modified Bessel functions. The radial wa
numbersq1 andq2 are the positive solutions of

s52t~k22q2!2maz
2k21ma r

2q22k~k22q2!2, ~11!

while the last wave numberq3 is the positive solution of

s52maz
2k21ma r

2q2. ~12!

a, b, andc are complex constants.
These eigenvectors should satisfy the boundary condit

at r 5R.The first two correspond to the vanishing of th
stress tensor at the outer boundary. In other words,

~t2ma r
2!“•u12ma r

2 ]ur

]r
2kD“•u50, ~13!

a r
2 ]ur

]r
1az

2 ]ur

]z
50. ~14!

The last one fixes the position of the interface between
gel and the solvent

]

]r
“•u50. ~15!

Mathematically, this condition insures the vanishing of t
surface integral corresponding to the density correlation t
in the energy.

The state of the gel is defined by three numbers: the r
of elongationsa5a r /az , the reduced second derivative off,
t̃5t/(ma r

2), and the reduced correlation lengthk̃
5kk2/(ma r

2). The boundary conditions give a solvabilit
condition that determines the growth rates

5s(a,t̃,k̃,kR),

HS q1

k
,
q2

k
,
q3

k
,kR,a,k̃ D5HS q2

k
,
q1

k
,
q3

k
,kR,a,k̃ D ,

~16!

where

H~b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,r,a,k̃ !5b1
2~12b1

2!$@b3
2111b2

2~12b2
2!k̃#

3~b3
21a2!C~b2r!

22b2
2~11a2!C~b3r!

1b2
2~12b3

2!%. ~17!
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The functionC is defined byC(r)5I 1(r)/I 0(r). The re-
duced growth rates reaches it maximum fork5km ; if this
maximum is positive then the cylindrical gel is unstable a
the selected pattern is given by the eigenmode with a
wave numberkm . The study of the most unstable mode giv
the phase diagram of Fig. 4. To obtain this diagram we h
used the fact that the correlation lengthl 5Ak/m is small
( l !R).

The diagram is split into six regions corresponding to d
ferent patterns~Fig. 4!.

(I) Stable cylinder. The cylindrical gel is stable only in
this first region.

(II) Bubble. In this region the most unstable mode has
axial wave number

km5K~a,t̃ !/R ~18!

(K is a nondimensional function! and a radial wave numbe
qm;R. As ur(R)Þ0, the surface of the gel is periodicall
deformed, so that this region corresponds to the bubble
tern ~see Fig. 1!. Its wavelength is proportional to the ge
radius as in the experiment. A simple interpretation for t
instability comes from the fact that the elastic energy fav
isotropic deformations: one expects the gel to be unstab
it is strongly stretched in one direction.

(III) Bamboo.In this region, the most unstable wave num
ber is

km5A4 m~a r
2-az

2!/kAz0 /R. ~19!

z0 is the first root of the Bessel functionJ0. The correspond-
ing radial wave number isqm;1/R. As ur(R).0, the gel
remains cylindrical; it is periodically collapsed along its ax
so this region corresponds to the bamboo pattern~see Fig. 2!.
The wavelength is proportional toAR and increases with the
axial elongations as in the experiment. In this region, as w
as in the following regions~IV–VI !, a gel that does not resis

FIG. 4. The general phase diagram: the different possible be
iors of the gel as a function of the elongations ratioa5az /a r and
the reduced second derivative of the isotropic part of the ene

densityf, t̃5azfs
2f 9(fs)/m0. I, stable gel; II, bubble; III, bamboo

IV, surface spinodal decomposition; V, skin formation; VI, radi
spinodal decomposition. The dotted curves show the three pos
paths followed by the system when reaching equilibrium: stable~1!,
bubble~2!, bamboo~3!.
1-4
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MECHANICAL PHASE DIAGRAM OF SHRINKING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021801 ~2003!
shear would undergo spinodal decomposition (t,0), so that
we expect short wavelength instabilities.

(IV) Surface spinodal decomposition. In this region, the
wave numbers are large,km;qm;Am/k51/l and spinodal
decomposition occurs on the surface, which is expecte
become rough.

(V) Skin formation. In this region, the wave numbers a
km50 andqm;1/l . The deformations are also localized o
the surface. Surface shrinking is expected.

(VI) Radial spinodal decomposition. In this region, the
wave numbers arekm50 andqm; i / l . Spinodal decomposi
tion occurs in the radial direction.

Regions~I–III ! compare well with the experiment. Th
bubble pattern is an elastic instability resulting from
strongly anisotropic elongation. The bamboo pattern i
spinodal decomposition of a shear resisting material in a c
fined geometry. Regions~IV–VI ! have a less obvious inter
pretation as they only have microscopic features. Wrink
tubes are likely to originate from a mixture of regions~IV !
and ~VI !: their surface is rough~as in region IV! and their
inner regions consist of thin sheets, which can be peeled
~This suggests a radial spinodal decomposition as in reg
VI.! These results show that the minimal model we use
sufficient to predict the main observed instabilities in shrin
ing gels.

C. Comparison with the experimental phase diagram

To translate this general diagram in experimental ter
and compare it to Matsuo and Tanaka’s results@14#, we need
to specify the form of the isotropic energy densityf (f). To
simplify, we assume that acetone-water ratio is the same
side and outside the gel. Iff is the polymer volume fraction
in the gel andx the acetone volume fraction in the solven
then (12x)(12f) andx(12f) are, respectively, the wate
and acetone volume fraction in the gel. The natural extens
of the Flory energy@35# is then

f ~f!5
N

vw
@~12x!~12f!ln~12x!~12f!

1xw~12x!~12f!f#1
N

va
@x~12f!ln x~12f!

1xax~12f!f#1
m0

2

f

f0
S ln

f

f0
23D . ~20!

HereN is the Avogadro number,vw andva are the water and
acetone molar volumes,xw andxa are the polymer water an
acetone-water interaction parameters. In the case of no
etone, this form off (f) fits well the experimental tempera
ture to swelling ratio curve of NIPA gels: Hirotsuet al. @40#
foundf050.07, m051.231027 m23 ~we use these two val
ues in the following!, xw5216.5 at 20°C andxw518 at
35°C. These values, however, are not in agreement with
dependent estimations as noticed in Ref.@40#. In Ref. @14#,
spinodal decomposition does not occur when water is use
solvent but occurs when acetone is used as a solvent; so
02180
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use the reasonable valuesxw50 andxa510. The following
results are only slightly sensitive to these values.

The phase diagram we have obtained is valid when the
is at equilibrium with the solvent, whereas in Ref.@14#, the
pattern develop before equilibrium is reached and while
solvent is still diffusing out of the gel. Even if the gel is no
in equilibrium, the linear stability analysis should give goo
indications on the possible patterns. Besides, we cons
that before the onset of the instability, the density is unifo
in the gel. This assumption might seem too strong beca
the gel shrinks through a diffusive process and a collap
skin forms at its periphery. In fact, our assumption mea
that we replace the non uniform density by a uniform dens
such that the two densities~uniform and non uniform! have
the same mean. The existence of a small zone with a dif
ent density~the skin! should not affect the mean.

We consider that the volume fractionf5f0a2/az
3 is uni-

form in the gel but is a non decreasing function of time~the
gel shrinks!. Then in the diagram of Fig. 4, the gel follows
path t̃(a)5azf (f0a2/az

3)/m0. Figure 4 shows the three
possible path types: The first path remains in zone I, so
expect the tube to remain stable; the second spans a
period of time in zone II, so we expect bubbles to be o
served; the third path spends a little time in zones II and
then passes to zone III, so we expect bamboo patterns. E
path is only determined by the values of the experimen
parametersaz andx. Using the form off (f) @Eq. ~20!#, we
relatedt to the acetone content and we computed the lim
between the path types in the (x,az) parameters plane. Thu
we obtained the phase diagram of Fig. 5. As our criterion
rough, the limits between the phases are not well defin
However, this diagram is in quantitative agreement with
experimental results of Ref.@14#. Moreover, we could extend
our results to ionized gels by multiplying the last term of E
~20! by (112I ), I being the number of counterions per e
fective chain@35#. In this case, the diagram is shifted towar
higher acetone concentration as in the experiment@14#.

We can compute the typical time scale for the growth
the patterns,T5g/s;g/(mqm

2 ). Given the aforementioned

FIG. 5. The phase diagram: the axial elongationaz ~normalized
by its valueaz

eq at equilibrium in water! as a function of the aceton
volume fractionx in the solvent. Continuous lines: theory using
criterion based on the different paths in Fig. 4. Symbols, experim
of Matsuo and Tanaka@14#; squares, bamboo patterns; circle
bubble patterns; diamonds, mixed bamboo-in-bubble.
1-5
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A. BOUDAOUD AND S. CHAÏEB PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 021801 ~2003!
values and for a gel of radius 1 mm, the time scale is fou
to be 10 min. It is of the same order of magnitude as in
experiments.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using a simple elastic model and an extension of
Flory free energy of gels, the experimental results on
patterns arising when cylindrical gels shrink were rep
duced theoretically: the wavelengths of the bamboo and
bubbles instabilities first observed by Sato-Matsuo a
Tanaka were computed and the phase diagram observe
perimentally was reproduced with quantitative agreement
an extension to this work, we are investigating pattern f
mation when a gel membrane undergoes a shrinking tra
tion @41#. These preliminary results showed patterns sim
to the crumpling of elastic sheets@42,43#. We expect this
ira

c

hi
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type of modeling to give insights in gel deformations a
buckling of ‘‘soft’’ materials and to be useful for bioeng
neering applications and manufacturing such as small ro
and biomedical devices and actuators@11#.
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